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Our Suppliers
Air Hawk - A Better Tire...and a Great Value !
If you are looking for increased level of performance and security at a price that
will not hurt your budget, the AirHawk is an excellent choice for a wide range of
applications. Improved tread compounds and high strength casings offer added
wear resistance and a extra measure of security. FAA approved and tested by
thousands of pilots. The AirHawk delivers reliable, cost-effective performance under a wide variety of takeoff and landing conditions. A superb choice when you
require added safety at a lower cost





High quality rubber compounds provide durability and long service life
Specially engineered for added reliability during takeoff and landing

Fully tested - in the lab and the runway
Available in a wide range of sizes for personal, corporate and fleet aircraft operations

Tempest ™ Original Spin-on Oil Filters
Full size filter design incorporates the following features as compared to
competitive filters:
 Thickest can and base plate with full weld integrity
 Highest burst pressure rating—over 600 psi
 More filtration media—311 sq. inches
 Only filter to meet TCM bypass relief valve specs of 12-14 psi
 Non-stick gasket insure proper torque during installation
 Improved nut welds
All Tempest ™ Spin-on Oil Filters part numbers are FAA/PMA approved.

Gill Batteries
“The Original Equipment Aircraft Battery” fro many
flying in the skies today. Gill Battery products are proven to last and out-perform the competition. All batteries and acid
ship UPS ground. No air shipments

To Order: 1.765.620.8560 or sales@andair-ari.com
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Our Suppliers
DRE Communications Co.
DRE Communications Company provides high quality aviation headsets, aviation
accessories and aviation communication equipment. DRE Communications Company was founded in Orange County in 1992. The first two years in the company
‘s existence were devoted to R&D, in line with the company’s philosophy that it
would only market products that are of the highest caliber.
Gleim Publications
Gleim Publications develops and distributes a variety of study and reference materials and services to help you learn and understand Account and Aviation (Pilot
training) information.
We help you attain higher level of knowledge (analysis, synthesis, and evaluation)
while you learn concepts and problem solving techniques. Our mission is to maximize knowledge transfer while minimizing your time, frustration, and cost.
Airguide Publications, Inc
Airguide Publications, Inc. was founded by Monty Navarre in 1960 when his
idea for Flight Guide came to life. He designed and developed Flight Guide
because there wasn’t a suitable airport and frequency manual or VFR pilots. Today, Flight Guide has served general aviation for over 45 years and is the nation’s
leading VFR airport nd frequency manual.
To those of you who don’t have Flight Guide, we ask that you see for yourself
how good Flight Guide is by going to the Flight Guide Manuals link, which explains
the benefit of Flight Guide in detail. To those of you who already have Flight
Guide, we thank you for your continued patronage and hope we are meeting your
needs in an airport and frequency manual.

To Order: 1.765.620.8560 or sales@andair-ari.com
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Acid, 2 QT PACK
1.285 specific gravity electrolyte fluid.
2 quart pack. Ships ground freight only—No air
shipments

G2QT

Retail: $10.90
AndAir: $9.81
Item: G2QT

DRE1001 PNR Headset
* 24dB NRP hearing protection
* Noise Cancelling electrets mic
* Dual volume control
*Wide comfort foam ear seals
* New full flex Boom

Retail: $130.95
AndAir: $117.86

DRE 1001

Item: DRE1001

* Cotton Cloth ear covers
* Available in Black or White
* Weight 14.5 oz
* 3 year factory warrant

Personal Headset Bag

This bag provides protection for an individual
headset, charts, or personal items. It has a dual
zipper on top that allows for easy access. There is
a hanging tab for additional protection and on the
outside front is a zippered compartment ideal for

D3P01

Retail: $149.95
AndAir: $136.95
Item: PPKT

Cloth Ear Covers
Great for comfort and hygiene! The cool cotton comfort
improves the tactile quality of any ear seal. Easy to install,
absorbs perspiration, and completely washable. These covers fit
all general aviation headsets.

Retail: $4.95
AndAir: $4.46

D300

Item: D300

To Order: 1.765.620.8560 or sales@andair-ari.com
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Mic Muff

This mic muff attaches easily, includes the o-ruing
retainer, improves transmission while eliminating
wind noise, and protects the mic from moisture and
dust. It is completely washable and fits all general
aviation headsets microphones.

D301

Retail: $12.95
AndAir: $11.95
Item: PPSYL

Private Pilot Syllabus

PPSYL

Private Pilot Syllabus is a step-by-step lesson plan for
your private pilot training. This book presents a
complete ground and flight training course of study
designed to expedite completion o your private pilot
certificate. In addition,
Private Pilot Syllabus
Retail: $12.95
complies with both 14 CFR
AndAir: $11.95
Part 61 and Part 141 training
requirements.

Item: PPSYL

Private Pilot Kit
The Gleim Private Pilot Kit is designed to help you expedite your
training for your private pilot certificate. We offer a complete
training program at a price you can afford,. We prepare “userfriendly” self-study materials that are carefully designed to make
it easy for you to learn and
Retail: $149.95
understand.

AndAir: $136.95

PPKT

Item: PPKT

Pilot Handbook

PHB

Representing a complete ground school text,
the Gleim Pilot Handbook consolidates and
organizes all FAA material relevant to pilots
in one easy-to-use text.
Retail: $24.95
This material includes
AndAir: $23.95
information from Title 14,
Code of Federal
Regulations, the Pilot's
Item: PHB
Handbook of Aeronautical

AndAir Pilot Supplies
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Private Pilot Knowledge Test Prep

PKT

The primary purpose of the Gleim Private Pilot
FAA Knowledge Test book is to provide you
with the easiest, fastest, and least-expensive
means of passing the FAA knowledge test.
Gleim Knowledge Transfer Outlines at the
beginning of each study unit
Retail: $19.95
concisely present the
AndAir: $18.95
relevant material needed to
answer questions selected
Item: PKT
from previously released FAA

Private Pilot Knowledge Test Prep Software

The Gleim FAA Test Prep contains everything you
need top study for the private pilot & recreational
pilot airplane FAA knowledge tests in one unique,
easy-t-use program. The Test Prep Software contains
study outlines and figures and is
an integral component of the
Retail: $54.95
“Private Pilot Kit”.

AndAir: $49.95

PPWE-CD

Item: PPWE-CD

Instrument Flight Maneuvers

IPFM

Instrument Pilot Flight Maneuvers and Practical Test Prep is
designed to SIMPLIFY and FACILITATE your instrument
flight training in a single-engine land airplane. This book teaches
you how to do each flight maneuver or other subject area (such as
preflight preparation) prior to your flight lesson. Thus, you will e
thoroughly prepared to spend more
quality tie in the airplane (or simulator).
Retail: $22.95
Additionally, this book serves as an
AndAir: $21.95 excellent review prior to your FAA
practical (flight) test.

Item: IPFM

Instrument Flight Maneuvers
Instrument Pilot Flight Maneuvers and Practical Test Prep is
designed to SIMPLIFY and FACILITATE your instrument
flight training in a single-engine land airplane. This book teaches
you how to do each flight maneuver or other subject area (such as
preflight preparation) prior to your flight lesson. Thus, you will e
thoroughly prepared to spend more quality tie in the airplane (or
simulator). Additionally, this book
serves as an excellent review prior to
Retail: $15.95
AndAir: $14.95 your FAA practical (flight) test.

FZR/AIM

Item: FAR/AIM

To Order: 1.765.620.8560 or sales@andair-ari.com
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Instrument Pilot Knowledge Test Prep
Software

IPCD

The Gleim FAA Test Prep contains everything you
need top study for the instrument pilot airplane FAA
knowledge tests in one unique, easy-t-use
program. The Test Prep
Software contains study
Retail: $64.95
outlines and figures and is
AndAir: $58.46
an integral component of
the “Instrument Pilot Kit”.

Item: IPCD

Instrument Pilot FAA Knowledge Test

IPKT

The primary purpose of Instrument Pilot FAA
Knowledge Test is to provide you with the easiest,
fastest, and least expensive means of passing the
FAA Instrument Rating-Airplane (IRA) knowledge
test, which is required
before you can take your
Retail: $24.95
instrument rating practical
AndAir: $22.46
*(flight) test.

Item: IPKT
Commercial Pilot Kit (Special Order Only)

CPKT

The kit is an all-in-one training program
designed to expedite training for the
Commercial Pilot certificate.
Set Contents:
Flight Bag
Gleim Cap
Retail: $124.95
Commercial Pilot Flight
AndAir: $112.95
Maneuvers and Practical
Test Prep
Item: CPKT
Commercial Pilot FAA

Commercial Pilot Maneuvers (Special Order
Only)

CPM

Through discussions and detailed
illustrations, this book teaches you each
flight maneuver or other subject area task
(such as preflight
Retail: $22.95
preparation) prior to
AndAir: $23.95
your flight lesson. Thus,
you will be thoroughly

Item: CPKT
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Commercial Pilot Knowledge Test Prep

CPKT

The primary purpose of the Commercial Pilot
FAA Knowledge Test book is to provide you
with the easiest, fastest, and least-expensive
means of passing the
FAA knowledge test.
Retail: $19.95
AndAir: $18.495
materials.

Item: CPKT
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AndAir Pilot Supplies
Primary Business Address
282 Airport Rd
Anderson, In. 46017
Phone: 765-620-8560
E-mail: sales@andair-ari.com

